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"You..." Kang Liqing was startled and quickly stood up to avoid one side.

Mu Liancheng still hung his head and said in a begging tone:

"it depends on the fact that your family and I had an engagement. Please, help me.
Rushuang even lost a leg for kangmobei. Our Mu family wants nothing, so we just
want to ask you to help Rushuang and let her escape from prison."

After Kang Liqing understood his intention, he was embarrassed. He was a little
softhearted, but The trial is over, and the court has said it can't appeal. Even if
kangmobei and bainianxi let go, there's no room for the law.

"What's the use of asking me? I'm not a court. The court has the result of the trial.
What can I do? Even if you kneel down for nianxi, nianxi can't help it." Kang Li Qing
couldn't see it, but he was still kneeling, so he reached out to pull him up.

Kang Xinyue holds Lele in surprise, and she worries that if the goal of muliancheng is
not achieved, she will do something drastic.

"If you don't give me an answer, I'll just kneel down." Mu Liancheng didn't even want
self-esteem, just wanted his daughter to get out of the sea of misery.

"Well, well, you get up first. When they come back, I'll tell them. If there's any way,
we'll try. If there's no way, I'll have no way." Kang Liqing tugs Mu Liancheng's sleeve
and wants to call him up.

With an answer, Mu Liancheng got a little comfort. He stood up with a calm face and
didn't say any more, so he left Kang's house with a complicated look.

His figure disappeared in the Kang family for a long time, and neither of them
recovered from their surprise.
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"This Is this Mulian city? " Kang Xinyue murmured doubtfully.

In the evening, Bai nianxi and Kang Mobei come back from Lumi Island together.
They need to inspect the large-scale construction of Lumi island. In addition, what
they are busy with is the lawsuit against musili.

Dinner time, the family sat around the table, Lolo has a good appetite to eat food.

"Gu Nai, your cooking is getting better and better." Lolo laughed and praised.

"Well Ha ha... " Kang Xinyue seems to have something on her mind. She smiles
casually.

He raised his eyes and saw that his father and aunt seemed to be absent-minded, so he
asked, "Dad, aunt, what do you think?"

"Well That, "Kang Liqing hesitated and looked up at Bai nianxi. Seeing that Bai nianxi
was also looking at himself, Kang Liqing slightly lowered his head." just now, Mu
Liancheng came. "

“……” Conmobei realized that he had said something wrong and started a new topic.

Bai nianxi smile: "what did he say?"

"Well, it's said that mu Rushun has a bad life. I want to ask you to help her out of
prison." Kang Liqing's voice was very small, but because of the silence, everyone
could hear him very clearly.

Bai nianxi calmly looks at kangmobei. Kangmobei's face is not very good-looking:
"can't you appeal?"

"Well, No." Commo North Light Road.

"Then we have no way," said Bai nianxi, looking at Kang Liqing, "even if I have
forgiven her, will master Kang forgive me?"

Mention Kang Taiye, the atmosphere instantly heavy, Kang Liqing's face more ugly,
yes, Dad, he is willing to forgive? Kang Liqing felt a little uncomfortable. At that time,
because Mu Liancheng knelt too suddenly, he didn't even have time to think of what
mu Rushun was in prison for.

"Well, I just want to tell you. I don't mean anything else." Kang Liqing's appetite for
food was gone. He thought of Kang Taiye's injustice.



"Eat." Bai nianxi feels depressed by the atmosphere, so he says with a smile.

Seeing that his father's face continued to darken, Kang Mobei knew that the unhappy
past had been mentioned in his father's mind, so he also said with a smile: "Dad, don't
think so much, eat."

"Ah..." Kang Xinyue sighed heavily.

"Dad," said Bai nianxi, looking at Kang Liqing, "if you need any explanation from Mu
Liancheng, well, originally Mo Bei and I were preparing to sue Mu Sili. If you need,
you can tell Mu Liancheng that we will give up the prosecution..."

"No, you can do what you should do. I was confused and forgot how wronged my
father died." Kang Liqing interrupted Bai nianxi's words decisively, raised his eyes
and looked firmly at Bai nianxi and Kang Mobei. "They did wrong and had to bear the
cost. Just now, you said, I don't know if the master is willing to forgive Mu Rushan. I
don't think the master will forgive me, so do I I don't want to forgive them. "

Bai nianxi and Kang Mobei look at each other in silence. Finally, a dinner ends in
silence.

A few days later, musili thinks he can't afford to gamble, and he has no confidence in
whether Bai nianxi will forgive his behavior. Finally, he turns himself in.

After a few days in the detention center, he learned that Bai nianxi and Kang Mobei
had filed a lawsuit. Although it was not easy to stay in the detention center, it was
better than losing Wanyi's lawsuit and staying in prison for ten years. In Mu's family,
there were only two free men, myself and my father.

At the beginning of the trial, it was quiet as usual, but after the two lawyers proposed
the two charges of "kidnapping" and "illegal detention", the debate between the two
lawyers became more and more intense."During the period of the defendant's illegal
detention of Ms. Bai nianxi, Mr. Mu Sili did not make any illegal demands, so the
plaintiff was not convicted of kidnapping."

"Mr. judge, when the evidence was presented, the plaintiff submitted a cross-section
and now applies to show it in court."

"Approved."

The cross-section of the desert island is displayed on the display screen, and the
defense lawyer of the plaintiff said:



"Mr. judges and juries, please see, this is the cross-section of the desert island. The
area of the desert island is 480000 square meters, and it can even accommodate
600000 people. How big is it? The largest residential area in Asia is in the capital. This
residential area is Tiantongyuan near the Olympic Park in Beijing, with about 700000
residents. In addition, due to the historical reasons of decades ago, this desert island is
full of 70 air raid shelters or underground warehouses. You can imagine that a person
is bundled and abandoned in a labyrinth of underground buildings, or even such a
large area What does that mean? It shows that the defendant Mu Sili has the subjective
intention of deliberately harming people's lives! Although he didn't make such illegal
demands as blackmail, his subjective intention to deliberately murder Ms. Bai nianxi is
more sinister than any illegal demand! "

"I object! The plaintiff's lawyer's claim is based on subjective conjecture and has no
factual basis. After being illegally detained, Ms. Bai nianxi was rescued very soon,
which shows that Mr. Mu Sili has no subjective intention to hurt others. If so, he can
take relevant actions immediately! "
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